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Press release 2/2012

WINAICO doubles success in Great Britain
Ecobuild and British branch impress visitors interested in PV
Creglingen, 29.03.2012 – The presence of WINAICO at Ecobuild, the world’s largest
exhibition for sustainable construction, ecological design and environmental
protection in London, was met with intense interest. Hundreds of interested visitors
were won over by the exceptional product quality.

“Participation in the Ecobuild was a complete success. Our exclusive, comprehensive
insurance package further increased the extensive interest in our premium
crystalline modules” says Gary Fuller, sales director for WINAICO UK. The free 2-year
insurance protection package offered by WINAICO extends beyond the module and
covers the complete system against all material damage, operational interruption
losses and any possible reduced yields. The operator has the option of extending the
insurance cover to encompass a 10-year period.

“Numerous discussions with qualified installers at the trade fair further
strengthened our expansion decision. Discussions that will form a sound basis for
many years of commercial relationships" Gary Fuller explains. WINAICO has been
successfully serving the British solar market for a long time. As such the British
WINAICO branch, close to Oxford, was the logical step in achieving improved
proximity to customers. WINAICO UK offers British customers future deliveries from
stocks. A service component from which WINAICO customers in Germany, Italy and
Australia are already profiting.
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“Power & Beyond” – the promised English claim, upheld by WINAICO

WINAICO –Manufacturer and system supplier
As 100% subsidiary of the semiconductor company Win Win Precision Technology
Co., Ltd., based in Taiwan, WINAICO manufactures and distributes crystalline high
performance modules worldwide. Furthermore, as a systems house for
photovoltaics, WINAICO delivers complete PV system packages.
Company customers are solar specialists, solar technologists, installation specialists
and project developers. Here, installation specialists profit from the superior quality
of products manufactured in Taiwan in accordance with the highest quality
standards, as well as from the comprehensive consultation, planning and
maintenance services from WINAICO. Generous stock levels ensure the rapid
availability of WINAICO products throughout Europe.
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